
HOW TO WRITE A PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR UCAS NURSING

Entering the nursing profession? Our UCAS personal statement examples cover mental health, adult, child and learning
disability nursing.

These experiences have helped me choose what career in life that I want to take. I liaise with other
professionals, such as doctors, district nurses, police, physiotherapists and pharmacists. Secondly because I
know its a financially rewarding and secure career where there are many employment opportunities for
graduates in both the NHS and private sectors. Free CV review Nursing personal statement More templates
will be added in the future. I have looked after people with drug abuse, alcohol abuse, substance abuse
problems and clients with depression A personal statement should be just that - personal. My work involves
personal care, such as dressing, shaving, bathing and so on, arranging and escorting hospital visits, and
administering medication. I was always a patient and caring person but during my BTEC first diploma in
health and social care course at MCAST in Malta I had further developed these skills and learned how to deal
with children and the elderly My dedication to these values is absolute, and I hope you will consider my
application. Actors have headshots, singers have demos, and the rest of us have a personal statement;
examples of industries which might expect one include sales, communication or leadership roles. I have a
great interest in science and I plan to extend my study and understand it as much as I can. Best of luck with
your application and finally getting started! Adult Nursing Personal Statement A personal statement applying
for Adult Nursing, covering knowledge from their qualifications, charity event experience and hobbies.
Through my recent work placement I have experienced the stresses and strains of working in a variety of
healthcare settings and I was told by my peers that I had coped quiet well with them. During my time at the
nursing home, I enjoyed talking to and caring for residents and developing relationships with them and this is
something that really attracts me to nursing Every week, I saw new faces and experience different
personalities and each were all unique in their own way! I am a confident student willing to provide the
university with good communication skills, supporting others, and being able to interact closely with them
They are overshadowed my doctors and other professions. Explain your choice. So, the message is, make it
personal to you. A snippet we liked.. Like this article? Subscribe to The Nurses Weekly! The staff were so
lovely in answering all my questions and the patients were very kind. On top of nursing I juggle creating
content for both my YouTube channel and blog. My mum has been the main influencer for my desired course.
It was over the summer months that I was fortunate enough to have obtained a placement at a local health
centre where I shadowed professional nurses and assisted them in minor non medical ways. My working
career has only confirmed this belief, and has given me a good grounding in basic nursing procedure and
medical knowledge. There is a degree of administrative work too, including writing reports and treatment
plans, taking minutes in team meetings, contacting social workers and making risk assessments. Helpful
sources Don't just read one personal statement and move on. Tell us what experiences you have and how they
will help you in your field of choice. My desire to do this course is because I have always shown a growing
interest into nursing as it strikes me as a worthwhile and satisfying career to choose. Writing a Personal
Statement. Right now I feel that I am ready to enrol on a degree course and have spent the last few weeks
looking for one that will give me the skills needed to work in the modern health service. I enjoyed the
practical aspects of the curriculum in the laboratory, where I gained many skills which will be important in a
university course. Adult Nursing Personal Statement My desire to take a course in adult nursing was
established after my first work placement at a nursing home where I later acquired a paid job as a Domestic
Care Assistant. At first I was heading towards a forensic science course and have studied at great length in this
field from books such as Hidden Evidence by Thomas T This university offers practical skills and I feel like
the clinical placements across various healthcare settings will help me understand the course more.


